
These days, it?s likely your vehicle is sitting parked for an
extended period of time rather than being driven.
 

These days, it?s likely your vehicle is sitting parked for a protracted period of time and not

being driven. Which means there?s an excellent chance that when you do go to fire it up, the

battery?s dead and the car doesn?t start. Unless you?ve invested right into a battery

maintainer to keep your car?s battery fully charged, you?re going to need to jump start your

car. If it?s stuck in the garage, using jumper cables is probably not easy and simple solution.

Instead, you?ll want a portable jump starter handy, and quite honestly, it?s a device you

should keep in your car?s glove box since you?ll never know when you need to jump start

your vehicle. 

 

 

In recent years, manufacturers have been releasing a wide range of compact jump starters,

many of which comfortably fit within your glove box and can keep a fee for weeks, or even

months. These jump starters can also be used as a portable battery bank for the USB

devices, letting you charge your phone or tablet while on the go. There are plenty of options

out there in the market to choose from, just how do you pick the right one? 

 

We recently got our practical Audew?s latest 2000A portable jump starter, made to be a

multi-functional device that not merely lets you jump start your vehicle within an emergency,

but serve as a power bank or flashlight when needed. It?s one of the more premium offerings

in today?s market, with a 20000mAh battery capacity and offering 2000A peak current. The



business says it?s with the capacity of firing up any gasoline engine or perhaps a diesel

engine around 8.5 liters, in addition to RVs, tractors, lawnmowers, or speed boats. When fully

charged, it offers up to 40 jump starts before you will need to plug it back for a charge. 

 

Does it live up to expectations? Read our hands-on review to discover. 

 

Before we dive into the way the product functions, let?s check out what? Audew Jump

Starter s contained in the box. These devices comes well packaged with a durable, hard

carrying case that houses the charger itself, the intelligent jumper cables, a cigarette lighter

adapter, a wall adapter, a USB-A to USB-C cable, and a USB-C to USB-C cable.

Unfortunately there isn?t a USB-A to Micro-USB cable included, nevertheless, you likely

have an extra one lying around if your device isn?t compatible with USB-C. 

 

The cigarette lighter adapter could be plugged into these devices?s 15V/10A output port,

giving you a portable solution for vehicle devices that want 12V power, such as a portable tire

inflator or cooler. 

http://www.video-bookmark.com/watch/3976480/audew-jump-starter/
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